Junior Academy of Science
Research Paper Competition
Oral Presentation Judging Form

Author:____________________________________ Division (Circle Jr Sr)

Title:____________________________________

Judge __________________________________ Date ____________

1. Delivery (20 points) Do the speaker's voice, poise, and eye contact make a favorable impression? Does the speaker have a smooth and clear delivery? _________
   Presenters may use notes, but should not read from them.

2. Organization (20 points) Does the presentation have a logical organization? Does the speaker make clear what was done and how it was done? Consider the background, key experiments, methods used, results, and conclusions. _________

3. Visual Aids (10 points) Did the presenter use visual aids appropriately? _________

4. Familiarity with Subject (25 points) Does the presenter demonstrate adequate knowledge of the subject? Did the presenter answer questions fully and clearly? _________

5. Results (20 points) Has the author presented the results clearly and in sufficient detail? Do the results follow from the work itself? _________

6. Time (5 points) Speakers may use up to 10 minutes for the presentation and allow 5 minutes for questions. _________

   Total (100 points max.) _________